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BY: BRAD NEAL

On Wednesday, Congress, led by the
House Intelligence Committee, held the
first public hearing of the impeachment
inquiry into Presid~nt Trump. The two
witnesses, William Taylor Jr., the top
U.S. diplomat in Ukraine, and George
Kent, a senior State Department official
in charge of Ukraine policy, testified
that President Trump extorted a foreign
power to help increase his chances of
winning re-election in 2020.
In closed-door testimony last month,
William Taylor told the House Intelligence Committee that President Trump
withheld security assistance for Ukraine
until Volodymyr Zelensky, the president
of Ukraine, publicly announced an investigation into Joe Eiden, the frontrunner
for the Democratic nomination.
He highlighted why the security assistance is so vital. "First, Ukraine is a
strategic partner of the United States,
important for the security of our country
as well as Europe. Second, Ukraine is,
right at this moment - while we sit in
this room - and for the last five years,
under armed attack from Russia," said
Taylor. "Third, the security assistance
we provide is crucial to Ukraine's defense
against Russian aggression, and, more
importantly, sends a signal to Ukrainians
- and Russians - that we are Ukraine's
reliable strategic partner."
In the public impeachment hearing on
Wednesday, Taylor offered new implicating evidence. Mr. Taylor said that a member of his staff overheard a conversation
in which the president mentioned "the
investigations" to Gordon Sondland, the
United States ambassador to the European Union, and said "Ukraine is ready
to move forward ." The aide, after the call,
asked Mr. Sandland what Trump thought
· about Ukraine. In response, Sandland

said that "President Trump cares more
about the investigations of Eiden."
On Thursday, Nancy Pelosi, the Speaker of the House, a day after the public
impeachment hearing, condemned President Trump's attempt to extort Ukraine
to investigate Joe Eiden as an act of
bribery-a clear violation of Article Two,
Section Four of the Constitution. "The
President, Vice President and all civil
Officers of the United States, shall be removed from Office on Impeachment for,
and Conviction of, Treason, Bribery, or
other High Crimes and Misdemeanors."
"The devastating testimony corroborated evidence of bribery uncovered
in the inquiry, and that the president
abused his power and violated his oath
by threatening to withhold military aid
and a White House meeting in exchange
for an investigation into his political
rival - a clear attempt by the president
to give himself an advantage in the 2020
election," Ms. Pelosi told reporters at her
weekly news conference in the Capitol.
In Mr. Kent's testimony, he said Mr.
Guiliani, Trump's personal lawyer,
directed a campaign to besmirch the
United States ambassador to Ukraine.
To Mr. Kent, the decision to oust Marie
L. Yovanovitch, the former United States
ambassador to Ukraine, was "unexpected, and most unfortunate however,
to watch some Americans-including
those who allied themselves with corrupt Ukrainians in pursuit of private
agendas-launch attacks on dedicated
public servants advancing U.S. interests
in Ukraine," Mr. Kent said in his opening
statement. "In my opinion, those attacks
undermined U.S. and Ukrainian national
interests and damaged our critical bilateral relationship."
According to Taylor and Kent, Guiliani
was motivated to get rid ·of Yovanovitch
so he could he connive, extort, and pres-

sure Ukraine's president to investigate
Joe Eiden. Guiliani and Trump knew
that Yovanovitch, a decorated 33-year
veteran diplomat, committed to public
service and stymying corruption, would
preclude them from carrying out their
attempt to bribe a foreign nation to help
Trump win re-election.
Not surprisingly, Republicans didn't
quite agree with Taylor and Kent. In response to Taylor's testimony that President Trump withheld security assistance
on the condition that the president of
Ukraine had to announce an investigation into Joe Eiden, Representative Jim
Jordan of Ohio noted that the military
aid was eventually delivered. "What you
heard did not happen," Mr. Jordan said.
"It's not just could it have been wrong,
the fact is it was wrong, because it did
not happen."
But what Jordan failed to mention was
that "the aid was released in September,
after the White House had become aware
th.at an intelligence whistle-blower
had filed a complaint alleging that the
freezing of the money had been part of a
scheme by Mr. Trump to enlist Ukraine
to help him in the 2020 election."
Let's be unvarnished: We know that
Trump extorted and bribed a foreign
nation to create false evidence to benefit him personally-at the expense of
Ukraine's national security, Europe's national security, and our national security.
William Taylor, George Kent, and Marie
Yovanovitch are decorated and honorable public servants that have 100 years.
of combined experience . While these
three worked tirelessly over the last
several decades to protect the sanctity of
our republic, both home and abroad, and
under both Republican and Democratic
administrations, Donald Trump starred
in a reality TV show. I'm not sure who
you trust, but I think I know.
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Irony in Italy: Floods Pour Through Venice
Following Rejection of Climate Change Measures
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Venice, Italy, one of the most
popular tourist de · ti nations, is
under water. The Italian Council
met Tuesday, November 12th lo
discuss the 2020 regional bud get when around 10.p.m water
began nooding into the council
chamber of Ferro Fini Palace.
Ironically enough, the council
began lo flood shortly after the
rejection of amendments to combat climate change. Dempcratic
Party Councilor Andrea Zanoni
po ted on Faccbook regarding
the irony in the councils decision: "Ironically, the chamber
was flooded two minutes after
the majority League, Brothers of
Italy, and Forza Italia parties rejected our amendments to tackle
climate change" (CNN). The
amendments included "measures
to fund renewable sources, to replace diesel buses with 'more efficient and less polluting ones,' to
scrap polluting stoves and reduce
the impact of plastics" (C N).
Debate has broken out between Italy's political parties regarding past and present budgets
efforts to tackle issues related to
climate change. Andrea Zanoni
accused Luca Zaia, member of
the far-right League Party, of
displaying a budget "with no concrete actions to combat climate

(Courtesy of Filippo Monteforte /AFP/Getty Images)

change" (C N). Roberto Ciam betti, the council's president,
disagrees with Zanoni, stating:
"Beyond propaganda and deceptive reading, we are voting (for) a
regional budget that spent €965
million over the past three years
in the fight against air pollution,
smog, which is a determining
factor in climate change" (CNN).
Ciambctti also points out that
after the 2010 floods, the region
" launched a plan to safeguard
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hydrogeological safety for a total
cost of €2.6 billion" as well as
spending €468 million in the aftermath of the Vaia storm which
"flattened hundreds of thousands
of trees" (C N).
Earlier this week Venice 's
mayor blamed climate change
for the abnormally high tides
in Venice. IIe is not alone in hi
concern "there are fears that
global warming is increasing the
frequency and severity of such
floods" (BBC). The mayor states
that this recent flooding is "a
oun
a wil
ave a permanent mark" on the city (CNN).
Over 80% of the city is flooded.
The impact has damaged shops,
monuments, and homes while
impeding the city's famous watcrbuscs - the vaporetli - from
running. On Tuesday flood levels
peaked Lo 187cm, the highest
they've been in over 50 years.
The Italian government recently
declared a sta le of emergency
on the Uncsco world heritage
s ite (BBC). The flood has put
Venice's citizens and tourists
in a state of panic while costing
Italy millions of curos (BBC).
"The government has pledged to
rel ease C20m in aid for Venice.
Culture Mini s te r Dario Franceschini sa id the task of repairing
the city would be huge, adding
that more than 50 churches had
been damaged " fµrthcrmorc,
Residents with flood -damaged

homes will get up to €5,000
(£4,300; $5,500), and businesses up to €20,000 in compensation" (BBC).
Ciambetti reports the state
of Ferro Fini Palace during the
flood:
"Never had such a situation
occurred here (at the Council).
The flood-proof bulkheads were
not sufficient to contain the flood
wave, nor was it possible to leave
the building ... It was preferred to
guarantee safety and therefore to
stayall insidcthepalacc"(C N).
or b gan on nice' e laborate fl ood defense system in
2003, however, it is not expected
to be operational until 2021
(BBC). The government is also
intending on accelerating "the
lose project- construction of a
hydraulic barrier system to protect the lagoon from ri s ing sea
level s and winter storms" ( BBC).
This is all in an effort to prevent
or hinder future in s t a nc es of
flooding.
Due to the state of the palace,
the regional council meetings on
Thursday and Friday were moved
to Trev iso. Over the weekend
the flood waters arc expected
to recede (BBC), however, th e
geographical effects and finan cial turbulence re ulting from
the flood will leave a lasting
impact o n both Venice and Italy
as a whole.
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NEWS
New York Times/ Sienna College Poll

(Courtesy of AP Photo/David J. Phillip)

BY: BRAD NEAL

NEWS WRITER

According to n ew surveys from
the New York Times Upshot and
Siena College, "President Trump
remains highly competitive in the
battleground states likeliest to decide his re-election (nytimes):'
The surveys show that Donald
Trump-across Michigan, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Florida, Arizona,
North Carolina-trails Joe Eiden
by an average of two points, leads
Elizabeth Warren by an average of
two points, and is neck and neck
with Bernie Sanders among registered voters, but trails Bernie among
likely voters.
Even though Elizabeth Warren
has surged in the national polls and
has emerged as the frontrunner for
the Democratic nomination, the
data suggests that she doesn't have
a great chance of winning any of the
battleground states. Maybe because
her Medicare for All and Wealth
Tax plan are too radical and too far

left, or maybe because people aren't
ready for "big, structural change"
that would "fundamentally change
our government." Or maybe because
voters don't agree with her ideologies or are afraid of a woman holding the most powerful position in
the world, or maybe because voters

don't fight her electable. Look, don't
get me wrong, I think she's-and I
know she'd hastily and earnestly
disagree with this because she thinks
candidates that don't think it's time
for big, structural change in Washington aren't fit to tackle tough issues, nor are they fit to turnaround
the country-crippling her chances
of being elected because, like I just
said, her plans are polarizing and
extreme. I'm not saying I don't agree
with her plans or that I find radicalism to be destructive, especially at
this grave point in our history, but I
don't think it's the most productive
strategy when, if she wants to win,
she needs to energize and persuade
swing voters that she's a better candidate than the incumbent.

And becau se people in battleground states th ought President
Trump was fit to run our country
and still do, I'm not sure why Elizabeth Warren would th ink they'd
renounce Trump, when her persona,
her ideologies, and her plans are
uniformly ttre antithesis of Trump,
and of course, Trump supporters.
"The major demographic cleavages
of the 2016 election also remain
intact," writes Nate Cohn in a recent
NewYorkTimesarticle, ''Mr. Trump
struggles badly among collegeeducated white voters and nonwhite
voters. He counters with a wide lead
among white voters who did not
graduate from a four-year college."
Despite Trump's historically low
approval rating and the implications
ofimpeachment,ofwhichareahuge .
wild card, Trump has a very good
chance ofbeingreelected. Ifthe Senate-when the Senate-acquits him,
he'll definitely mobilize his base,
gaslighting the process as a "sham"
and a ''Witch Hunt."
Democrats have also made very

little progress towards winning
back white working class voters;
more than 90% of Mr. Trump supporters from 2016 approve of his
performance; and the president's
advantage in the Electoral College
"relative'to the nation as a whole
remains intact or has even grown
since 2016, raising the possibility
that the Republicans-for the third
time in the past six elections-win
the presidency while losing the
popular vote."
But it's also equally as likely that
with all of the irrefutable information coming about about his 'high
crimes and misdemeanors' that he
gets dragged through the mud, and
in turn his behavior becomes even
more unpredictable, and he begins
to lose some Senate support. Even if
he's not impeached, people may just
have had too much ofhis drama and
self-serving actions.
And if the Democrats mobilize
young people, women, and people
of color, they won't have to worry
so much about winning back white
working class voters. The size and
distribution of this population
should render more than enough
voters to influence the electoral
college.
I know I make an assumption that
people who aren't Warren supporters are so because ofahost ofreasons
that revolve around people understandingherposition on things, and/
or think critically about the issues.
We know that most of Trump's diehard supporters are less educated
and less engaged in understanding

and thinking about issues. So it may
simply be that these voters simply
don't like her style; or aren't ready
for a woman to be president, or
are just infatuated by his savage
rhetoric, his 'purported' candor,
his austere immigration or fruitful
economic policies. Because, and this
is a big deal, manyofherpolicies help
theverypeoplewhosupportTrump
exponentiallymorethanhispolicies.
If they truly understood what she
was advocating-health care for all,
education for all, redistribution of
wealth from the top to the middle
and the bottom-they'd be more
likely to support her.

Campus
Calen·dar
Mu sic & Social
Change Concert
Tuesday, November 19
5:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Location: Soda Activity
Center: Claeys Lounge
Contact: Career and
Professional Development:
925.631.4600
Climate Action Plan
Town Hall Meeting
Wednesday, November 20
1:00 p.m.
Location: Delphine Lounge

Student Recit al Series
Wednesday, November 20
1:15 p.m. to 2:50 p.m.
Location: Chapel: Main
Contact: Tara Sundy,
Performing Arts
Department Coordinator
and Events Manager
tms8@stmarys-ca.edu
Men's Basketball v s.
Fresn o State Pre- Game
Wednes day, November 20
6:00p.m.
Location: 500 J ST Suite
100, Sacramento, CA 95814
Bible, Theology & Religion
Lecture: Professor Michael
Barram ("Unanswered
ue tions and pen- nded
Texts: Reading the Bible
on its Own Terms")
Wednesday, November 20
7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Location: Soda Activity
Center, Moraga Room
Contact: Tom Poundstone,
Department Chair
tpou ndst@stmarys-ca.edu
CAB's Family Feud
Thursday, November 21
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.ni.
Location: De La Salle
Hall, Hagerty Lounge
Contact:
cabln@stmarys-ca.edu
Jazz Band Concert
Thursday, November 21
7:30 p.m .
Location: Soda Activity
Center, Claeys Lounge
Contact: Bob Farrington,
Conductor
rpf8 @stmarys-ca.edu
The Spaces in Between:
Dance Concert
Thursday, November 21
8:00p.m.
Location: LeFevre Theatre
Tickets: $10 General
Admission, $5 SMC Students
Contact: Tara Sundy,
Performing Arts Coordinator
and Events Manager
tms8@stmarys -ca.edu

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of t he week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
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CULTURE
The Redemption of Sonic the Hedgehog
BY GEORGE DONOVAN
It's hard to imagine Sonic the
Hedgehog as one of the hottest
names in pop culture, but in the
early 1990s, blowing open the
limits of 2D platforming video
games and putting up a fair fight
against Nintendo's Super Mario,
Sonic was on top of the world.
However, the transition into 3D
and the 21st century wasn't exactly full speed ahead, with Sega
dropping out from the console
race and their poster child's new
games adding increasingly unwieldy mechanics. Most casual
gamers today might know him
best from Super Smash Bros. or
his friendly rivalry with Mario
each Olympic Games, but the
a nnouncement of a live action
Sonic th e Hedgehog film grew
a simmering crowd from all
over the internet, with style
guides and conceptual posters dribbling out of the tightly
guarded studio system pipeline.
And when the project released
its first public trailer on April
4th of 2019, the world of viewers who stopped to take a look
wished they would have kept
on rolling.
The trailer felt like a masterclass in how not to create one,

with the bizarre choice to play
Coolio's "Gangsta's Paradise"
as the background track, the
ring sound peppered here and
there like a "that's crazy" as
your mind drifts from a conversation, and a long-enough-tonotice routine introducing Jim
Carrey as Dr. Robotnik. But the
trailer's biggest star, as in "get
this thing away from Earth right
now", was the design of Sonic
himself. Rewriting the standards of the Uncanny Valley,
Sonic looked like a dentist's human teeth-lined stuffed animal
gone wrong, and viewers dove
straight in with criticism and
takedowns of what they'd just
seen. As if Sonic needed another
disastrous chapter in history,
his shot at a movie would surely
make Detective Pikachu look
like Blade Runner 2049!
Just a month later, the film makers, recognizing the overwhelming disapproval, made
an announcement: the movie
would be reworked and delayed
by a few month s to work on
Sonic's design. And so, on November 12th, a new, revamped
trailer, set for a February 14th
rerelease, was practically a
blessing to see. With Sonic's new
design bringing a more tradi-

Disney Plus

•

IS

Out!

tional look to reality, combined
witJ:i increased footage of Jim
Carrey and snappier humor, this
second trailer recognized room
for improvement and packed
the house. New touches, like
fan favorite musical cues and
a subtle patch of white fur behind Sonic's nose to realize the
mysterious "visor" effect of his
eyes, were received online with
the warmth of an old friend returning home for Thanksgiving.
And the new trailer's song, "Supersonic" by J.J. Fad, cleverly
captures Sonic's original greatness from a time when tuning
into The Simpsons was a weekly
Attitude 101 lesson from Bart.
Simply put, this trailer has been
a smash hit with everyone who's
seen it knowing what ty.pe of
film they're getting themselves
into. It's truly phenomenal to
see a movie's production take
this complete turnaround of
their entire main character, all
resulting from the harsh, though
well meaning, voices of the internet hungry for improvement.
You have to pay your respects
to the crew for what they've accomplished, and February 14th
will be here faster than you can
imagine.

(Courtesy of Paramount Pictures)
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BY KIMBERLY WESLEY

re WR 1"ER
Your favorite Disney shows and
movies are here and for $6.99 a
month or $69.99 a year! The site
features a wide range of classics
and originals that you'll fall in love
with. Sucks that we have to pay
for all these streaming services on
a college student's budget-but if
you mooch off someone like I do,
then you're all set. The subscription comes with 4 free add-on accounts, so you can stream freely
among the people you share it with.
You can even download shows so
you have it on the go when there's
no wifi, when you're on a plane, etc.
Some amazing features include
multiple collection categories such
as "Disney Through the Decades",
''Disney Channel Original Movie",
Star Wars the Skywalker Saga,
"Princesses", Spider-man, ''Disneynature", and the list goes on.
Disney also includes Pixar, Marvel,
and National Geographic. What's
something that pretty amazing
is that the ''Disney Through the
Decades" features cartoons <lating back to the 1920s-1930s. My
favorite collection at the moment
is ''Disney Channel" and "Disney Channel Movie" because I
can watch shows that I grew up
on. For example, they have the
queen herself, Lizzy MacGuire

(Courtesy of Disney)

(played by Hilary Duff), and The
Lizzy MacGuire Movie. Hey Now!
This is what dreams are made of.
Disney also has a section for Disney Originals! Are you screaming
yet? Some movies that are out are
the real life remake of Lady and
the Tramp, Star Wars the Mandalorian, High School Musical the
Musical Series, etc. There's one
original I've been waiting for ever
since I got the news, which is the
Lizzy McGuire series! This show
will be featuring Lizzy when she's
30, and navigating life as an adult.
What if she's married to Gordo?
Or he's her boyfriend? What if she
has a different love interest, or
thirty, flirty, and thriving? Okay,
sorry, enough with all the Lizzy
talk. If you haven't seen it, and you
like shows like Hannah Montana
and possibly Shake it Up, then
you're gonna love Lizzy McGuire.
I definitely recommend you at
least choose the free trial to test out
Disney Plus because it's all worth it.
This is only the start of something
new. What's interesting to think
about is how all the other streaming services are going to be affected.
Will Netflix still be relevant (I hope
so!), what about Hulu? Do people
even watch TV anymore? Will Disney take over the world five years
from now? I'm just kidding, but
they do own The Simpsons now, so.
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CULTURE
Catching Up With Blade Runner
BY GEORGE DONOVAN
CuLTURF WRITER
In 1980, Ridley Scott, one year
after putting the late 70s' sci-fi
boom and horror in their Get
AlongShirtwith "Alien", began assembling a crew for his next film,
an adaptation of "Do Androids
Dream ofElectric Sheep" by Philip
K. Dick, and hired Syd Mead, an
industrial designer for companies such as Ford and U.S. Steel,
to create some initial designs of
futuristic cars that would rumble
through the movie. But once the
vehicles were done, Mead couldn't
help but fill in a backdrop for
his creations. Just an oily, rainslicked road around the car lead
to a street sign buried in an arbor
of wires and video screens, which
lead to seedy storefronts weaving
in and around to frame the car
itself. Mead's ambition predicted
the energy that would eventually
be brought to the project; wedging himself into the movie's full
time crew as Visual Futurist, he
and everybody on board, from on
screen actors, modelmakers, costume and production designers
to sound designers and editors,
took part in creating an unforgettable futuristic world: Los
Angeles, November 2019. Since
its release in 1982, "Blade Runner" has proudly embodied the
idea of'Gesamtkunstwerk', of the
'total art' constructed through the
synchronicity of elements that,
in this case, make up the unique
pleasures offilmmaking.

The universe of "Blade Runner" is a garbage can of styles and
design movements across the
decades, soaked through from
constant rainfall, paranoid spotlights around every corner and
bustling streets jammed into the
market stalls. But so much more
is happening in each frame, where
magazine covers, parking meters·
playing by their own rules, and
different social clubs and gangs
displaced by the sea of electric
umbrellas flow under rich neon.
Here are scenes created less like
a movie and more in the tradition
ofDisney's Imagineers setting the
gold standards ofE-Ticket immersion! And when things get larger
than life, a talented visual effects
team, led by Douglas Trumbull of
2001: A Space Odyssey fame, can
light up the sky for miles, be it
through a skyscraper, a blimp, or
a Spinner, perhaps the most realistic, thoroughly designed flying
cars in movie history (no 'blackboard eraser' undersides here).
In 2019, the late ultramodern
movement of the times has blown
up into mile high ziggurats, and
it'll take more than your basic orchestra to fight your.way through
the emotions of this world; the
brilliant synth soundtrack by
Vangelis has become as much a
fan favorite as the film itself, with
heavenly, eager themes, and electric sounds that writhe through
the music like the hairs down your
back after a trip to the barber.
Most importantly,
r '

(Courtesy of Alcon Entertainment)

wistful tracks fulfill the visual and
textual promise of a complete neo
noir world. The influence is everywhere, in the cryptic cool of characters like Rachel and Gaff, the oil
fields of Signal Hill exploding like
a mountain range of black dragons, and especially the delicate,
washed out Bradbury Building
scenes. Incredibly, a whole new
landmarkmovementrisesfromall
the grime to become a piece of science fiction history; as a pioneer
in the Cyberpunk genre alongside
William Gibson's stories, "Blade
Runner" and its environment began a snowball of influence rolling
through countless high production anime titles, and eventually
back through Hollywood a decade
later. The recent renaissance of
yberpunk me 1a, due in part to

synthwave's lasting power and
the evolving social conditions in
the 2010s. has created a circle
back to films like "Blade Runner",
just in time for its world to sync
up with ours. And some of 2019's
most tragic predictions became a
reality; alongside the recent loss
of production designer Lawrence
G. Paull, the mid-July passing
of the great Rutger Hau~r, who
graced each as Roy Batty, leader
of thi; rogue Replicants, was
an emotional moment for fans
everywhere; the history of film
wouldn't be the same without
his Tears In Rain monologue, the
perfect melancholy conclusion to
a burning search for the distinctly
human.
So how do you like your "Blade
Runner"? The freedom to choose

between different cuts takes
the viewing experience to new
heights, offering the hard-nose
narration of the original 1982 cut,
the extra atmosphere of the Director's Cut, or the new-age color
grading of the Final Cut. If you're
blessed with the opportunity,
catch it in theaters and create your
own reading. It just might even be
raining, or it could be at the finest
old movie palace in your hometown; anything helps. No matter
what job or facet in the production
process of a movie you can think
of, "Blade Runner" will take it to
its dreamiest (but remember, no
dream is ever truly safe). Somewhere up above, there'll be a smile,
watching you take it in, knowing
this beautiful opportunity is what
it means to live.

Harry Potter and the Cursed Child: In SF Review
BY KIMBERLY WESLEY
ClJL''UPE VVR!~ER
This play is a yes! Okay, I may
be biased because Harry Potter
has been my life ever since I was
11-years-old no pun intended. The
play is split into two parts and is
spanned over two days. If you've
read Harry Potter and the Cursed
Child then you know. I think what
was most exciting for me was to
see the differences between on and
off screen. I know that people have
criticized the written play for being
similar to fan-fiction, but watching
the play was completely different.
Before watching the play, I had no
idea how someone could think of it
as fan-fiction, but not asit'sperformingrightinfrontofyou.Afterwatching the first part, I could see how it
was different from the written play.
It wasn't different from the writing,
it was just seeing it on screen was a
lot more fun and exciting.
For all of you wondering about
the magic- it's well done. People
disappeared on stage, turned into
other people usingpolyjuice potion,
people flew, and magic came forth
from wands. It was really a great
experience. I don't want to spoil too
much from the play,just in case you
all want to see it. There was a scene
where dementors came and took
bodies from the floor up into the
ceiling of the stage and disappeared.
And when characters cast spells like
incendio, fire actually erupted!
One thingwas wasn't so great was
the place the play was held- the
Curran Theatre. I only say that because the place was small and there
weren't any_areas to take pictures. It

was unfortunate because a lot ofpeo-

ple were dressed in their Hogwarts
robes and didn't have anywhere to
take a nice picture. It would've been
nice if there was a bannerorcut-outs
or at least something. The other
thing that was a downside was thesouvenirs. They didn't really have
unique souvenirs, or at least to me.
They had "Cursed Child"written on
them, but I didn't feel it was as special. There was this mug that looked
real nice, and the house scarves were
nice too. And on the plus side, after
the first part was over they were
giving out "Cursed Child" pins for
free. One thing that was a little offputtingwere bathroom lines. During
intennission, the women's line went
all the way up 3 stories to where the
balcony area was. Luckily, the line
moved fast. But unfortunately, the
workers said that ifyou don't make it
back in time for the play to start they
won't let you back in. Though, I saw a
bunch of people come and go as they
pleased, so I'm not sure if that rule is
actually enforced.
Overall, I didn't want to spoil
muchofthedetailsoftheplay,justin
case anyone who reads this decides
to go. It was a beautiful and thrilling
experience. Theplayisunique,andif
you have the opportunity to go, take
it because it was worth it! It was just
so fun and completely good, traveling to the past, conjuring spells, and
witnessingmischiefthathasn'tbeen
managed.

(Courtesy of Kimberly Wesley)
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OPINION
The Value of a Liberal Arts Education
BY KATELYN MCCARTHY
P l'-.i " . \~ '.? -r:::o

One sometimes hears students discussing the fact
that most everything they
read for class is the product
of old, dead people whose
importance seems superfluous. It is only modem
people, who understand
us and with whom we can
. communicate, to whom
we ought to pay attention.
A professor of mine recently made an interesting
proclamation
connected
to this idea. He said that it
is possible to have friendships with people who are
dead-even if they lived
before your time-sim- ·
ply by reading their works
and getting to know them
through their wntmgs.
Thus , you can be friends
with someone whom you
will never meet in this
earthly life. It is much like
having a pen-pal. You can
write to someone halfway
across the world and get
to know him. thou you
never meet; so, too , by
reading an author's works

LIBERAL ARTS helps students learn more about the world at Saint Mary's. (Laura A. Oda/Bay Area News Group)

one becomes friends with
him across space and time.
One does not think in a
vacuum, nor does one learn
in a vacuum. The minds
that went before us left us a
legacy from which to learn
and upon which to build.
Regardless of the spatial
and temporal differences
between ourselves and
those thinkers whom we
study, we need not feel disconnected from them. Take
the following for an example. November 15 was the
feast day of Saint Albert
the Great, a German bishop
and Doctor of the Church

who was one of the teachers of Saint Thomas of
Aquinas. All Saint Mary's
students read some Aquinas in their seminar courses; others read him more
in-depth in their liberal arts
classes. Aquinas learned
the great ideas from Albert, his teacher; in a similar way, we students learn
the great ideas of Aquinas
himself (and other thinkers,
too), from our professors.
Moreover, Albert, through
Aquinas, teaches us as
well! This is the value of a
liberal arts education. The
student is made to move

outside of himself and connect to a human chain of
thinkers. The student learns
the ideas of his professor,
the ideas of the thinker
through the readings and
through his professor, and
comes to make his own,
well-guided conclusions .
We read the works of old,
dead people not because
academia is stodgy and immovable but because it is
living and breathing. We
might not be able to reach
out and touch Aquinas anymore, but we certainly can

learn from him and even
get to know his personal-

ity. And, through reading
him, we are taught simultaneously by Saint Albert.
Behind every great thinker
is another great thinker,
and these thinkers teach us
through one another. I suppose one could term this
process as "academic succession." Just as the laying on of the hands of a
bishop connects a Christian
down to the very apostles,
so, too, does one, through
reading
and
learning,
find oneself connected to
great thinkers across time.
The liberal arts, thusly,
link the student with humanity, both past and present. And they propel the
student to connect himself
to .future men, too. Every
essay you write possesses
the potential to communicate with mankind, even
those men who are yet to
come. So write something
good; I'm sure future students will like interesting
readings just as much as
present students do. In so
doing, you enrich the value
of a liberal arts education.

Escalation in Hong Kong
BY MELANIE MOYER

C "l' ""' \.'\ r<.'TfR

Hong Kong protestors
are still taking to the streets
despite the extradition bill
having been withdrawn
several weeks ago. It seems
as if the extradition bill was
merely the small cut that
opened the festering wound
that is Hong Kong's desire
for Democracy. As time
progresses, fighting on both
sides of the protests are
getting more violent, thus
impacting the people of
Hong Kong to a larger degree. This raises the question for many people in
Hong Kong of whether the
fight for Democracy is still
worth it. Many seem to already be giving up hope.
According to BBC,
the protests are now calling for the withdrawal of
the "riot" description of the
protests held on June 12th,
amnesty for all arrested
protestors. an independent
inquiry into police brutality
towards protestors, and universal suffrage for the positions of the Chief Executive

and the Legislative Council. Some are even calling
for the resignation of Carrie Lam, the current Chief
Executive of Hong Kong
accused of being Beijing's
"puppet." Most of these
demands seem to be of rea- ·
sonable demand, but tensions remain high between
China and Hong Kong protestors. The extradition bill
was withdrawn on October
23rd, but since then notable
moments of violence have
occurred. On November 8th
a student died after falling
from a parking garage during a clash with riot police.
Then, on November 11th,
police fired multiple live .
rounds at protestors. After
that, a man was set on fire
after confronting protestors and riot police were
caught riding motorcycles
into crowds of protestors.
Most recently, students
built fortresses and barricades reminiscent of those
from Les Miserables on a
college campus, peering
out with bows and arrows.
Residents of Hong

HONG KONG PROTESTS see rise in violence between both sides as they continue. (Thomas Peter/ Reuters)

Kong are feeling the repercussions of this violent divide. When largescale protests of this nature are held
in such highly populated
areas, the physical wellbeing of the citizens and the
economy is wildly affected.
Humans of New York, a
social media account that
highlights individual stories
of people around the world,
has been interviewing those
caught in between the protestors and the government.
One of the interviewees
described the shift in senti-

ment of the protestors . He
reports a change in values
away from peaceful protest
to violence and hypocrisy
in their attacks on anyone
who does not take their side
against China. Another was
a part of the pro-democratic
protests held in Hong Kong
five years ago but has distanced himself from the
movement because of the
risks of the violence. He
brings up that he feels hopeless in the outcome of these
protests and struggle will
only end in misery. Finally,

an older resident of Hong
Kong expressed how he
wants to pay off his loans
but that the mall he works
in has to close every time
there's a protest. He even
worries about not having
enough money for the holidays due to the closures.
These interviews humanize _the events, for even
though we often only see
headlines updating us on
the clashes between protestors and police, the protests
impact the daily lives of
everyone in the territory.
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OPINION
Tweeting On the Hearings
BY MELANIE MOYER
OP!NiON WRITER

Donald Trump has time
and time again proven that
he is the pioneer for the
use of social media as a
presidential tool. His use
of Twitter as a public platform is an adaptive tool in
a society that centers more
around social media every
day. One of his frequent
uses of Twitter is to attack
his adversaries, and this
time the person on the receiving end of his keyboard
is Marie Yovanovitch, a
witness in the impeachment hearings. Yovanovitch, who was the former
ambassador to Ukraine
until Trump dismissed her
this May, received these
tweets while she was testifying against Trump. This
has caused several Democrats to accuse Trump of
attempting to intimidate
Yovanovitch out of truthfully testifying, which
they say could be considered witness intimidation.
In the past, Trump has
been able to get away with
hurling insults at his political opponents on Twitter without repercussions.
Although it may not be

appropriate for him to use
his platform on social media to convey political sentiments, it is by no means
illegal. He, like all American citizens, is protected
under the first amendment.
However, his tweets about
Yovanovitch tauter on the
illegal side because he is
posting them while she is
testifying in a legal hearing concerning his political
interest. His tweet that "everywhere Marie YovanoMARIE YOVANOVITCH testifies in impeachment process amidst Trump's thoughts. (Jack Gruber/USA Today)
vitch went turned bad" not
only insulted her ability to information due to the cirFurther, Adam Schiff, of evidence against him.
These impeachment heardo her job, it also attempted cumstances under which
Democratic U.S. Repreto invalidate her experience Trump relieved her of her
sentative and chairman of ings are different than any
concerning his use of the position. Yovanovitch was
the Intelligence Commit- presidential impeachment
presidency to undercut an- appointed to her role as the ·tee, raises the question of inquiry our country has
otherpresidentialcandidate. Ambassador to Ukraine
what effect Trump's tweet ever seen because we _get
The importance of his by Obama, and as soon as
about Yovanovitch "has on the realtime reaction of the
transgression lies not in the she started to push against
other witnesses' willing- President as it unfolds. The
impacts his tweet will have Trump's interest she was
ness to come forward and powerful tool of immediate
on the outcome of the hear- dismissed. It is suspected
expose wrongdoing." This knowledge is important,
ings, but rather the impact that she was let go because
question brings up whether but it is also dangerous, for
they will have on her truth- she bloc.ked his attempts
Trump's actions against it could change how the
ful testimony. By making to gather information on
Yovanovitch should be hearings unfold and who
Yovanovitch feel invalid or Presidential Candidate Joe
left unaddressed. Even if comes forward. As the prowrong in her testimony, he Biden. By trying to intimihis tweet has no impact on cess progresses, it is imporcould be opening the door date Yovanovitch, Trump
testimony, it does make an tant to keep in mind how the
to Yovanovitch not reveaY:.-_.:;a.:.ckn
:.,;;:;,;;,o.:..w
.....;:.le;..;d~g~e.,;;.s__;,,th;..e_ i;..m_p._o.;..r_-__e_x_a_m
-""-_
le of those who at- President's .use of Twitter
ing key pieces of informa- tance of her knowledge to
tempt to go against him in could impact e eanngs,
tion because she feels as the case against him and
these hearings. Thus, those and brings up the question
if they are invalid. How- shows that he is trying to
who are not as confident as of whether he should be
ever, we know that Yova- undercut a key piece in the
Yovanovitch may not come prevented from doing so.
novitch has key pieces of impeachment
inquiries . forward with key pieces

112 Days of Christmas
BY KATELYN MCCARTHY

C'Pi".h..'l\l ''VR'TER

The calendar might say December 25, but every year Christmas
begins a little earlier. Shops begin decorating for the holidays
seemingly the day after Halloween. Halfway through November, radio stations and television
channels begin broadcasting their
Christmas programming. Christmas tree lots go up, and you can
even see decorations hung in the
windows of some houses. There's
one building on campus that is already decked for Christmas- take
a field trip and figure out which
one. If you go at night, you'll be
able to see the lighted candy canes
shining through the windows.
Somewhere a turkey is weeping, alone and forgotten. Or perhaps he is actually rejoicing; he
has duped us, yes, successfully,
into forgetting about his holiday.
His life has been preserved, at
least, that is, for another month
(he forgets that many people
have turkey on Christmas, too).
Christmas is a wonderful holiday,
but so is Thanksgiving. In a way,

it prepares us for Christmas. We
give thanks during November for
our _homes, our families, friends,
and earthly blessings, but in December we give thanks to God
for His gift of Himself, becoming
incarnate for us. At least, we're
supposed to. Increasingly, the traditional meanings of both Thanksgiving and Christmas are being
eclipsed by secular interpretations
of the holidays. Thanksgiving is
now Black Friday. On Thursday
we give thanks and on Friday we
go get more, since what we had
the day before was not enough.
And then at Christmastime we
bake, and decorate, and wear ugly
sweaters-but do we stop to take
the time to remember why we are
baking, decorating, and donning
ghastly garments? Perhaps notthat's why the Christmas tree lots,
radio programming, and store
decorations have all disappeared
the day after Christmas, the day
which is actually only the second
in a series of twelve. We are eager to begin celebrating Christmas a month early, but we cease
to observe it just as it begins. The

WE SHOULD CONSIDER CHRISTMAS in the true spirit of the season. (Getty Images)

holidays are now celebrated as
the "what" we do; we seem to
be forgetting about the "why."
In a culture in which many
people live in constant states of
busyness and brokenness, it is no
wonder that our Christmas season begins so early. After 10½
dreary months of work and stress,
to remind oneself of happy days
of Christmas yore is an enticing
temptation. And Christmas, having so much more symbolism and
festivity surrounding it than its
American autumnal counterpart,
just seems to gobble Thanksgiving
up. Christmas is, for many people,
a "happy place." Having been outside of the comforts they associate
with Christmas for so long, they
institute it earlier so as to better
cope with their jam-packed lives.

At least, that's my theory. Christmas is a time for family, generosity, and quiet. We yearn for these
qualities after a year spent apart
for them; thus, we inaugurate them
earlier each year. And yet the decorations come down so soon after
Christmas, likely because we are
sick of Christmas once it's actually here! But one should never get
sick of Christmas. Perhaps if we
practiced the virtues of Christmas
all year, and specifically recounted them in light of the Christmas story each year at Christmastime, we would celebrate
Christmas at a more decent hour.
But, as it is now, with Santa
Claus veritably trick-or-treating alongside the ghouls and
goblins, the turkeys thank you.
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SPORTS
Scandal in Houston Shakes Up Baseball
BY SPENCER GAVI N
SPOPTS WRITER

After former Hou ston Astros
and current Oakland Athl et ics pitcher, Mike Fiers made a
comment regarding the Houston Astros and their potential
cheating specifically during
the 2017 postseason, when Fiers was a pitcher for _them, the
MLB world went into a frenzy.
Fiers claimed the Astros had
been using a camera in the
center field of Minute Maid
Park, home of the Houston Astros, that relayed the catcher's
signals to a television in the
tunnel of the Houston Astros
dugout. Then, the players in
the dugout would make some
sort of noise, whether it be
banging a trashcan, or whistling, that would thus alert the
batter at what potential pitch
could be coming to them next.
Letusrunthroughthebenefits of this alleged sign-stealing
technique. First, knowing what
pitch is coming has an unfair
advantage to the hitter who can
then look for a certain spin or
try to time the pitch just right.
From there, another benefit
would be base stealing. If you
know an offspeed pitch is coming, it is likely a quick runner
will be sent to steal second.
Another major benefit would
be understanding the pitchers' tendencies. Obviously,
t e s ros wou no
e is
advantage on the road, but if
they were to remember how
the pitcher was used and what
pitches were thrown in certain
at-bats, they could bring that

y, Nov ember 22, 7 pm
tPacific
Stockton, CA

THE HOUSTON ASTROS organization is under serious scrutiny following former pitch Mike Fiers' comments. (Courtesy of mlbdailydish)

info with them to potentially
know what pitch will come next
when they are in a road game.
Before we get more into this
topic, let us also look at the unwritten rules of stealing signs.
As the concept goes, stealing
signs with your eyes from second base or the dugout is fair
game. In that case, it is on the
catcher to mix up the signs
so that they do not just put
down one number and give up
their pitch. To almost anyone
in baseball, they would agree
with this description. I myself
a
a
co
and honest sign-stealing was
all part of the game. However,
as an anonymous player in the
MLB put it, "using technology
to steal signs is cheating." For

example, if a player is in an 0-2
count with no one on base, and
they have been relayed info that
a fastball is coming, chances are
they can rip it and at least get a
base knock. Where it becomes
a problem is when one player
gets a home run or a hit on an
0-2 count where they otherwise
would have struck out without
knowing the pitch. In fact, the
Houston Astros went from being the team with the highest
strikeout percentage at home
in 2016 to the team with the
lowest strikeout percentage
in

i i

allegations have made some
serious headlines in recent
days and they look to just be
beginning. There are rumors
that they have been doing this
sign-stealing since 2017 and all
the way up to now. This would
be a huge plot twist to one of
the game's best teams in recent
history. Not only that, but the
Astros could also be facing some
serious repercussions to be
handed down by Major League
Baseball in the coming weeks. It
is believed that GM's all around

GERRIT COLE ANO ANTHONY RENDON would be great additions to the San Francisco Giants roster. (Courtesy of USAToday)

BY SPENCER GAVIN

After hiring a new general
manager, Scott Harris, and new
manager, Gabe Kapler, the San
Francisco Giants are ready to
focus on the offseason and build
the team. Right now the Giants
face the question of what they
plan on doing. Will the Giants
consider a tear-down and full
rebuild, or will they consider
trying to add pieces and make
a run at the playoffs? According to the President of Baseball
Operations, Farhan Zaidi, the
Giants are in a mode of retooling while rebuilding. This essentially means they believe
they can contend and contend
now, they just need a few extra
pieces. Let us take a look at

a couple of pieces that could
help the Giants in their quest
to return to October, shall we?
First up on everyone's radar
is Gerrit Cole. Cole is a stud
pitcher who formerly played
for the Houston Astros and
Pittsburgh Pirates. He most
recently finished second in Cy
Young voting to his former teammate Justin Ver lander. He is a K
machine who thrives in the big
lights. He also eats up innings.
He is a guy you can throw out
there and get you 200 innings
a year, easily. Oh, we cannot
forget to mention the ties he
already has to the Giants. He is
married to Brandon Crawford's
sister. That is not a sure-fire
reason to come to a new team but
obviously does not hurt the Giant's case. The fit of Gerrit Cole

Saturday, November 23, All Day
at NCAA Championships
Terra Haute, IN

MEN'S BASKETBALL

a

the dip in strikeouts can not be
contributed to an increase in
the intelligence of the.i r players, but it is highly unlikely.
Overall, these Houston Astros

Astros' actions. Of course, it
will need to be proved, but
it seems there is some clear
evidence that would point to
the Astros indeed cheating.

San Francisco Giant's Offseason Outlook

',

Sports
this week

would be an easy one. He would
immediately become the Giants
number 1 guy. He would be a
leader for the young guys in the
locker room and bring the Giants
chances of winning and moving
on to the postseason a m\lch
more attainable goal. It seems
all that is left now is how much
money Cole will want and from
the sounds of it, he wants the
Brinks trucks to be backed up.
Second up is Anthony Rendon.
He is a former third baseman
for the Washington Nationals, the reigning World Series
Champions. That alone could
prove tough enough to pry him
away. He very well may want
to run it back with them and
defend their title. However, if
he is looking for a change of
scenery, San Francisco could

be a good fit. He does not have
the ties Gerrit Cole does, but
he would slide right into third
base and the 4th spot in the
lineup. He is an everyday player
who is the epitome of what you
want a leader to be. He is a good
clubhouse guy who brings his
A-game day in and day out. Being only 29, he is still primed
for some really good years, if
not MVP years in the MLB. He
has all the tools, he just needs
the right team around him. The
veteran Giants infield, sans
Mauricio Dubon, could provide
him the platform he needs to be
an MVP. A tandem of him and
Brandon Crawford on the left
side of the infield would prove
deadly for other teams. In terms
of batting, he will bring some
firepower to the Giants offense
they have not seen since Barry
Bonds. I am not saying he will hit
50+ home runs each year, but he
can hit the ball, and hit it hard.
These key adds could provide
the Giants all they need to be
able to compete next year. They
have a good team with guys
like Posey, Yaz, and Crawford,
but these two guys would bring
something to the table the Giants do not currently have and
that is top of the rotation talent and a MVP-caliber player.
Me as much as any Giants fan
hopes to see a big splash for the
Giants this free agency. Come
on Giants, let's get these guys.

Wednesday, November 20, 8 pm
vs Frenso State
Sacramento, CA
Saturday, November 23, 5 pm
vs Lehigh
Moraga,CA
Sunday, November 24, 7 pm
vs Sonoma State
Moraga,CA

